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MULTI-MODE WIRELESS BROADBAND SIGNAL
PROCESSOR SYSTEM AND METHOD

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention is related to communication systems and

methods. More particularly, the present invention relates to a multi-mode wireless

broadband signal processor system and method.

DESCRIPTION OF THE RELATED ART

[0002] This section is intended to provide a background or context. The

description herein may include concepts that could be pursued, but are not necessarily

ones that have been previously conceived or pursued. Therefore, unless otherwise

indicated herein, what is described in this section is not prior art to the claims in this

application and is not admitted to be prior art by inclusion in this section.

[0003] Wireless devices continue to need the capability to handle increasingly

high data rates. To accommodate multimedia content, for example, data rates for

wireless devices may need to match broadband rates for hard-wired devices. Wireless

device users increasingly demand multifunction, multi-technology devices to obtain

different types of content and services via multiple wireless networking technologies.

[0004] Many attempts have been made to build broadband capability into

small, handheld devices. For example, wireless data technology commonly known as

Wi-Fi 802.1 1 provides high-speed capability to handle such demanding applications

as high quality (high definition) streaming video and image content. However,



conventional 802.1 1 implementations fail to meet user-acceptable power consumption

parameters. Even the lowest power-consuming 802.1 1 implementations currently

available severely limit "talk time" (active state during which voice, data, or video is

being transferred) for battery operated devices.

[0005] Beyond devising an 802. 11 implementation with acceptable power

consumption, another challenge is to establish a wireless implementation that supports

two or more networking modes of operation, such as 802.1 1, Bluetooth, Ultra

Wideband (UWB), WiMax (802. 16d and 802. 16e), 802.20, and 3G and 4G cellular

systems. Wireless devices need to be able to offer a variety of wireless networking

technologies. The ability to operate according to multiple networking standards and

technologies in a single device is referred to as "multi-mode" capability.

[0006] Most conventional mobile devices are either digital signal processor

(DSP)-based, application specific integrated circuit (ASIC)-based, or an ASIC/DSP

hybrid architecture. Several engineering considerations, such as power efficiency,

design flexibility and cost, prevent either approach from being suitable for broadband

wireless. Because of architectural limitations, conventional approaches may be able

to provide high data rates, but only at the expense of power consumption, resulting in

an unacceptably short battery life.

[0007] With new wireless standards being introduced everyday, traditional

ASIC design is too inflexible to continually accommodate these rapidly evolving

standards. Once the integrated circuit design cycle begins for a new standard,

modifications that inevitably occur necessitate re-starting from scratch or re-spinning

the ASIC chip. To provide the multiple wireless capabilities end users demand on a

single device, ASIC and DSP approaches support multi-mode capability by simply

stacking additional "processing circuitry" in parallel, significantly increasing device

volume and manufacturer costs for each new mode.

[0008] There is a need for a communication system and architecture that

provides for multi-mode communication with broadband performance and low power

consumption. There is also a need for the ability to collect high diagnostic data of a



communication device at a high frequency for observation and analysis with a logic

analyzer. Further, there is a need to provide wireless communication devices that can

function across multiple networks and multiple communication standards. Even

further, there is a need to reduce baseband circuitry and improve ASIC algorithms to

achieve ultra low power/cost advantage, resulting in performance processing gains

and reductions in power consumption, gate count and silicon cost.

[0009] There is also a need for controlling input and output in such a

communication system and a need for dynamically controlling rate connections to

sample buffers in a multi-mode wireless processing system for handling multiple

communication standards. Further, there is a need for interfacing with a processor in

a multi-mode wireless processing system. Even further, there is a need for

performing fast fourier transforms (FFTs) in a manner that minimizes power

consumption. Even further, there is a need for the ability to prioritize the execution of

tasks and their component operations based upon the context of the tasks. There is

also a need for performing a convolution operation in a multi-mode wireless

broadband system.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] One exemplary embodiment relates to a method of obtaining processor

diagnostic data. The method can include receiving a instruction, enabling write

access of an output communication stream to a diagnostic memory, writing to the

diagnostic memory at a first rate, and reading from the diagnostic memory at a second

rate where the first rate is greater than the second rate.

[001 1] Another exemplary embodiment relates to a system for obtaining

processor diagnostic data. The system can include a memory containing instructions,

a controller that receives and executes the instructions, and a diagnostic memory that

receives communication data at a first rate and outputs the communication data at a

second rate where the first rate is higher than the second rate.



[0012] Another exemplary embodiment relates to a method of controlling

input and output in a multi-mode wireless processing system. The method can include

receiving an instruction for communication in a multi-mode wireless processing

system, and determining from a field in the received instruction whether a designated

processing unit generates output data or receives input data.

[0013] Another exemplary embodiment relates to a configuration of input /

output components for interfacing with a processing unit in a multi-mode wireless

processing system. The configuration includes a plurality of general purpose inputs

for supplying input data to a processing unit in a multi-mode wireless processing

system; and a plurality of general purpose outputs for receiving output data generated

by the processing unit in the multi-mode wireless processing system.

[0014] Another exemplary embodiment relates to a system for controlling

input and output in a multi-mode wireless processing system. The system can include

a memory including instructions in a multi-mode wireless processor system; and a

controller that receives the instructions and determines from an instruction field

whether a designated processing unit in the multi-mode wireless processing system

generates output data or receives input data.

[001 5] Another exemplary embodiment relates to a method of dynamically

controlling rate connections to sample buffers in a multi-mode processing system. The

method can include receiving an instruction for communication in a multi-mode

wireless processing system and determining a rate at which a plurality of buffers are

serially connected to elements external to the multi-mode wireless processing system

for receipt or transmission of data.

[0016] Another exemplary embodiment relates to a system for dynamically

controlling rate connections to sample buffers in a multi-mode processing system.

The system can include a memory including instructions for multi-mode wireless

processor communication in a multi-mode wireless processing system and a controller

that receives instructions and determines a rate at which a plurality of buffers are



serially connected to elements external to the multi-mode wireless processing system

for receipt or transmission of data.

[001 7] Another exemplary embodiment relates to a method of interfacing two

processors. The method can include generating a read/write request at a first processor

for accessing a memory that is not directly accessible to the first processor, receiving

the read/write request at a second processor that has direct access to the targeted

memory, completing a read/write operation at the second processor; and receiving at

the first processor an indication that the read/write operation has been completed.

[001 8] Another exemplary embodiment relates to a system for interfacing two

processors. The system can include a first processor that generates a read/write

request for accessing a memory that is not directly accessible to the first processor, a

second processor that receives the read/write request, has direct access to the targeted

memory, and completes a read/write operation, a target memory, and a means for

communicating between the first processor and a second processor.

[0019] Another exemplary embodiment relates to an interface between two

processors. The interface can include a means for generating a read/write request at a

first processor, a means for setting status bits by either processor, a means for polling

the status bits by both processors, and a means for communicating additional data

between the two processors.

[0020] Another exemplary embodiment relates to a method of performing a

fast fourier transform (FFT) in a multi-mode wireless processing system. The method

can include loading an input vector into an input buffer, initializing a second counter

and a variable N, where N = log2 (input vector size), and s is the value of the second

counter, performing an FFT stage, and comparing s to N and performing additional

FFT stages until s = N. The FFT stage can include performing vector operations on

data in the input buffer, sending the results to an output buffer, advancing the value of

the second counter, and switching roles of the input and output buffers. The vector

operations in an FFT stage can include performing Radix-4 FFT vector operations on

four input data at a time and multiplying the resulting output vectors with a Twiddle



factor. The method of generating a Twiddle factor can include generating a control

word for controlling manipulation of a Twiddle factor and determining whether a

Twiddle factor needs to be accessed from a memory based upon the generated

Twiddle address. If a Twiddle factor needs to be accessed, the method of generating a

Twiddle factor can further include reading the Twiddle factor from the memory,

manipulating the Twiddle factor based upon the control word, and storing a

manipulated Twiddle factor in the processing unit.

[0021] Another exemplary embodiment relates to a system for performing a

fast fourier transform (FFT) in a multi-mode wireless processing system. The system

can include a memory for providing mathematical functions to the processing unit, a

program memory containing instructions for executing an FFT algorithm, an

instruction controller for receiving and executing instructions from the program

memory, and a pair of buffers that alternate between acting as an input buffer and an

output buffer in successive FFT stages of the FFT algorithm.

[0022] The processing unit in this exemplary embodiment can include a

Radix-4 FFT engine that performs eight complex additions on four input vectors and

generates four output vectors, a Twiddle multiplier for multiplying a generated output

vector with an associated Twiddle factor, a serial-to-parallel converter for receiving

the four input vectors serially from the input buffer and sending the four input vectors

to the Radix-4 FFT engine in parallel, a parallel-to-serial converter for receiving the

four generated output vectors in parallel and delivering the four output vectors serially

to the Twiddle multiplier and output buffer, a set of registers for storing manipulated

Twiddle factors in the processing unit, a Twiddle octant manipulator that manipulates

Twiddle factors based upon a control word, a master counter used as a loop variable

for monitoring progress of the FFT algorithm in a given FFT stage, a second counter

used as a loop variable for keeping track of a current stage of the FFT algorithm, an

input address generator that generates an input buffer address, the input buffer address

being used as an output buffer address for all FFT stages except for when a last FFT

stage is being performed and N is odd, where N = Iog2 (size of data in the input

buffer), a Twiddle address generator for generating a preliminary Twiddle address, a



DiBit interleaving generator that generates the output buffer address for the last FFT

stage if N is odd, and a Twiddle address multiplier for generating the control word

and a final Twiddle factor address.

[0023] Another exemplary embodiment relates to a system for obtaining

processor diagnostic data. The system can include a memory containing instructions,

a controller that receives and executes the instructions, and a diagnostic memory that

receives communication data at a first rate and outputs the communication data at a

second rate where the first rate is higher than the second rate.

[0024] Another exemplary embodiment relates to a system for obtaining

processor diagnostic data. The system can include a controller that receives instructions

from a program memory and a diagnostic memory that is enabled to receive data by the

controller based on the received instructions. The diagnostic memory receives the data

at a first rate and outputs the data at a second rate where the first rate is higher than the

second rate. The system further can include an external interface coupled to the

diagnostic memory for communicating the data at the second rate.

[0025] Another exemplary embodiment relates to a method of switching

between instruction contexts within a time interval. The method can include executing

critical task operations that complete execution within a time interval, a critical task

including a plurality of critical task operations, executing non-critical task operations

that are able to cross a time interval boundary, a non-critical task including a plurality

of non-critical task operations, and entering a sleep mode in which no critical task

operations or non-critical task operations are executed, if the critical task operations

and the non-critical task operations begun in the time interval have been completed

before a following time interval begins.

[0026] Another exemplary embodiment relates to a method for performing a

convolution operation in a multi-mode wireless processing system. The method can

include loading an initial value and a stride value into an address generator,

generating an address based on the initial value and the stride value, supplying the

generated address to a series of memories, loading input data into a series of registers,



multiplying the contents of each register with a value stored at the generated address

in the memory associated with each register, adding up the resulting multiplication

products, and generating output based on the resulting sum. The number of memories

and registers are equal, each register having an associated memory.

[0027] Another exemplary embodiment relates to a system for performing a

convolution operation in a multi-mode wireless processing system. The system can

include an address generator for generating an address given an initial value and a

stride value, a series of memories, a series of registers for storing an input value, a

series of complex multipliers, the series of multipliers, registers, and memories being

equal in number, each multiplier being associated with one register and one memory,

each multiplier generating a product of contents of the associated register and a value

stored at the generated address in the associated memory; and a complex adder tree

for adding the series of products and producing a product sum.

[0028] Other exemplary embodiments are also contemplated, as described

herein and set out more precisely in the appended claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0029] Fig. 1 is a diagram depicting a wireless broadband signal processing

system in accordance with an exemplary embodiment.

[0030] Fig. 2 is a diagram depicting use of a diagnostic mailbox in the

wireless broadband signal processing system of Fig. 1 in accordance with an

exemplary embodiment.

[0031] Fig. 3 is a diagram depicting a mailbox diagnostic functionality

implemented via a dual-port RAM in accordance with an exemplary embodiment.

[0032] Fig. 4 is a diagram of the processing by the wireless broadband signal

processing system of Fig. 1 of an instruction including a general purpose input output

(GPIO) instruction field in accordance with an exemplary embodiment.



[0033] Fig. 5 is a diagram of the wireless broadband signal processing system

of Fig. 1 depicting general purpose input and output operations.

[0034] Fig. 6 is a diagram of the wireless broadband signal processing system

of Fig. 1 depicting a dynamic configuration of a processing iteration duration.

[0035] Fig. 7 is a diagram depicting operations performed by an ARM

processor and a wireless broadband signal processor (WBSP) processor utilized in the

wireless broadband signal processing system of Fig. 1 in accordance with an

exemplary embodiment.

[0036] Fig. 8 is a diagram depicting FFT operations performed in the wireless

broadband signal processing system of Fig. 1 in accordance with an exemplary

embodiment.

[0037] Fig. 9 is a diagram depicting functionalities of a processor performing

an FFT algorithm in the wireless broadband signal processing system of Fig. 1.

[0038] Fig. 10 is a diagram depicting operations performed in an address

generation process for the FFT algorithm of Fig. 9.

[0039] Fig. 11 is a diagram depicting an exemplary input address mapping in

accordance with an exemplary embodiment.,

[0040] Fig. 12 is a diagram depicting an exemplary Twiddle address mapping

in accordance with an exemplary embodiment.

[0041] Fig. 13 is a diagram depicting interleaving mappings for a last stage

process in accordance with an exemplary embodiment.

[0042] Fig. 14 is a diagram depicting a context switching operation in

accordance with an exemplary embodiment.

[0043] Fig. 15 is a diagram timing of the context switching operation of Fig. 14.



[0044] Fig. 16 illustrates a processing unit in the wireless broadband signal

processing system of Fig. 1.

[0045] Fig. 17 illustrates address operation logic from the processing unit of

Fig. 16.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

[0046] Fig. 1 illustrates a wireless broadband signal processing system 10. The

wireless broadband signal processing system 10 can include a program memory 12, an

instruction controller 14, and processing units 16, 18, and 20. The system 10 can also

include sample buffers 22, 24, and 26; single port memories 28, 30, and 32; and quad

port memories 34 and 36. The program memory 12 stores programmed instructions

used by the instruction controller 14. The processing units 16, 18, and 20 are

configured to perform vector processes, such as demodulation processes. For example,

the processing unit 16 can be configured for a convolution operation calculated each

clock, the processing unit 18 can be configured for FFT functionality where a Radix-4

butterfly is performed each clock, and the processing unit 20 can be configured for

other vector operations, such as de-spreading, vector addition, vector subtraction, dot

product, and component-by-component multiplication. Additional, fewer, or different

processing units can be included. In at least one exemplary embodiment, a memory 38

is included to provide mathematical functions to the processing units 16, 18, and 20.

The memory 38 can be a read only memory (ROM).

[0047] The instruction controller 14 receives vector instructions from the

program memory 12. Based on the received vector instruction, the instruction

controller 14 can select port memories for input and output. Exemplary operations of

the wireless broadband signal processing system 10 are described in U.S. Patent

Application No. 10/613,476 entitled "Multi-Mode Method and Apparatus for

Performing Digital Modulation and Demodulation" which is herein incorporated by

reference in its entirety.



[0048] The wireless broadband signal processing system 10 further includes a

diagnostic mailbox 44. The diagnostic mailbox 44 is a memory, such as a random

access memory (RAM), coupled to the output of the processing units (as shown) or the

input of the wireless broadband signal processing system 10. In either implementation,

the diagnostic mailbox 44 receives communication data at a high frequency and

transmits the communication data at a lower frequency to a logic analyzer 46 which

creates a log of the contents of the diagnostic mailbox 44. The contents of the

diagnostic mailbox 44 can then be reviewed and studied for an understanding of the

operations of the wireless broadband signal processing system 10, performing debug

operations or failure analysis, etc.

[0049] Fig. 2 illustrates the use of the diagnostic mailbox 44 according to an

exemplary embodiment. In operation, the instruction controller 14 receives an

instruction from the program memory 12. The instruction contains diagnostic

mailbox fields with information on the type of instruction being communicated. The

diagnostic mailbox field is set to a logical one (1) if the output stream is to be written

to the diagnostic mailbox 44. The instruction controller 14 performs the necessary

time alignment such that the diagnostic mailbox 44 is enabled for write access for the

duration of the vector instruction output. The rate at which the write to the diagnostic

mailbox 44 occurs is Fwbsp. The read operation from the diagnostic mailbox 44 occurs

at a lower synchronous rate of Fread which is a rate supportable for off-chip access hi

an exemplary embodiment, the synchronous rate of Fread is 40 MHz or less and is a

factor of 5-10 lower than Fwbsp, which is 40 MHz or more. Fread ≥ NF
wbsp

where N is

the fraction of clocks which are associated with instructions whose diagnostic

mailbox field is set to 1.

[0050] hi an alternative embodiment, the instruction controller 14 enables

write access to the diagnostic memory whenever the vector instruction received from

the program memory 12 changes. This allows for the diagnostic mailbox 44 to

provide a continual log of the output stream.

[0051] Fig. 3 illustrates a preferred embodiment in which the diagnostic

mailbox is implemented via a dual-port RAM 54. Logic external to the dual port



RAM 54 (not shown) increments the read and write addresses sequentially after each

access - with the exception that a wrap to 0 occurs when the address value exceeds

the physical size of the RAM (e.g. The address sequence would be N-3, N-2, N-I, 0,

1, 2, ... where N is the number of accessible locations in the dual-port RAM 54). The

dual port RAM 54 thus acts as a FIFO.

[0052] The write port of the dual port RAM 54 is enabled when the output of

an instruction associated with a diagnostic-enabled instruction is generated. The read

port of the dual port RAM 54 operates at a lower frequency than the write port. When

A_write, the write address, is greater than A_read, the read address, the dual-port has

valid information which is clocked out of the read port until A write = A_read. If

A_write becomes too large such that information is written over which has not been

clocked out of the read port, an overflow indicator is set and latched which indicates

an error condition.

[0053] In an exemplary embodiment, mailbox supporting logic 53 includes

instructions that aid the dual-port RAM 54 in carrying out its operations. The

mailbox supporting logic 53 receives write addresses and read addresses. Depending

on this information, the mailbox supporting logic 53 can communicate an overflow

indicator, which, as explained above, indicates that information is being written over

in the dual-port RAM 54 (the diagnostic mailbox 44 is full). An empty indicator can

be communicated to indicate that the dual-port RAM 54 is ready to receive data (the

diagnostic mailbox 44 is empty). The mailbox supporting logic 53 communicates a

read enable signal to the dual-port RAM 54 when the RAM data is to be

communicated out via a diagnostic stream to the logic analyzer 46.

[0054] Fig. 4 illustrates the processing by the instruction controller 14 of an

instruction received from the program memory 12 including a general purpose input

output (GPIO) instruction field. A GPIO instruction field having N bits can indicate a

GPI (General Purpose Input), GPO (General Purpose Output), or neither with a GPIO

code of zero. An N-bit field can address up to a combination of 2N- 1 GPIs and GPOs.

The GPIO code can trigger the instruction controller 14 to use GPI selection logic 55

or GPO selection logic 57.



[0055] A general purpose output (GPO) operation can be used to control

communications to elements external to a wireless broadband signal processor

(WBSP) utilized in the wireless broadband signal processing system 10. Examples of

external elements include processors (such as the processor known as an ARM

processor from ARM, Limited of Cambridge, England,) or RF transceivers.

Additionally, registers associated with operation of the WBSP can be accessed using

GPO operations, such as the PID register discussed below. When the GPIO code that

is unique to an element is in the current instruction in program memory 12, the GPO

selection logic 57 pulses an enable that is wired directly and uniquely to the element.

The significance of the particular enable may vary depending on the element.

Typically, the enable signals cause the element to latch the data on the output stream.

Alternatively, an enable has significance in itself and allows the output stream to be

sent directly to the element without being latched.

[0056] A general purpose input (GPI) operation can be used to receive input

from elements external to the WBSP or from registers associated with operation of the

WBSP. Examples of input operations include supporting the interface between the

WBSP and an external processor (such as an ARM), recording the rate of frame

errors. If the code asserted in the GPIO field of the instruction corresponds to a GPI,

then the input stream is hooked into that particular element.

[0057] Fig. 5 illustrates the wireless broadband signal processing system 10

including the processing of an instruction having a general purpose input output

(GPIO) instruction field. In one input or GPI operation, the sample buffer 22

communicates an input stream of communication data to one of the processing units

16, 18, and 20. In another input or GPI operation, an element 66 communicates an

input stream of communication data to one of the processing units 16, 18, and 20.

[0058] Fig. 6 illustrates an exemplary dynamic configuration of a processing

iteration duration (PID). The PID refers to the number of samples that are either

written into the sample buffers 22, 24, and 26 in receive mode (from A/D) or read out

of the sample buffers 22, 24, and 26 in transmit mode (to a DAC). Exemplary buffer

techniques that can be utilized in the wireless broadband signal processing system 10



are described in U.S. Patent Application No. 10/613,897 entitled "Buffering Method

and Apparatus for Processing Digital Communication Signals," which is herein

incorporated by reference in its entirety.

[0059] The PID—the number of samples written into the sample buffers 22,

24, and 26—determines the rate at which the buffer scheme is advanced. In other

terms, the PID is the program rate at which the sample buffers 22, 24, and 26 are

connected to receive samples. A small PID represents a low latency situation in that

the samples are available (on RX) or are made available (on TX) in a small amount of

time; a larger PID allows for greater processing efficiency in that longer vector

operations are allowed which is inherently more efficient (initial processing latencies

for an instruction are amortized across more output data).

[0060] The parameters that determine the rate of the advance of the sample

buffers 22, 24, and 26 is accessible via a GPIO instruction. When the GPIO field in

the current instruction contains the value of 1, the output stream is routed to the

register that controls the rate at which the sample buffers are advanced. As such, the

ability of the instruction controller 14 to dynamically alter the PID allows for real

time tradeoffs between low and high latency. For example, a longer PID can be used

when longer vector operations are in execution or anticipated to be executed.

Additionally, some PIDs are inherently superior for standards that have a specific

symbol rate (e.g., 4 microsecs is a natural fit for 802.1 Ig).

[0061] Fig. 7 illustrates operations performed by a processor, such as the

ARM processor, and a wireless broadband signal processor utilized with the wireless

broadband signal processing system 10 according to at least one exemplary

embodiment. Additional, fewer, or different operations may be performed depending

on the particular embodiment or implementation.

[0062] According to at least one exemplary embodiment, the WBSP is

employed as a signal processor and as such, needs to be under the control of a master

processor, such as an ARM processor. The ARM processor thus needs to have the

ability to read and write to the WBSP. The interface illustrated in Fig. 7 is entirely



software defined and as such, is highly flexible. The ARM processor and WBSP can

be programmed to define an interface that supports any protocol.

[0063] A "read" request is the mechanism for communicating the contents of

a specific memory location inside of a specific WBSP buffer to the ARM processor.

A "write" request is the mechanism for communicating from the ARM processor to

the WBSP processor a specific value that is to be placed into a specific memory

location inside of a specific buffer of the WBSP processor.

[0064] The "read" request supports information that the ARM processor may

access from the WBSP processor for a variety of purposes, such as calibration, PHY

statistics for host GUI Display (like RSSI), and dynamic algorithm inputs to ARM

processing. The "write" request supports the communication of information that the

ARM passes to the WBSP, such as DC Removal (I and Q) on TX, TX Power updates

as a function of data rate, operating mode of modem 802.1 1 a/b/g (allows less

processing for power consumption when dual acquisition is not required), and RSSI

calculation active (again, allowing disabling for power consumption).

[0065] In State Al, the ARM processor initiates a request for a read or write

request. In general, since the processors are operating asynchronously relative to each

other, the WBSP processor is in State Wl which includes some general processing.

Periodically, the WBSP processor transitions to State W2 to check the

WBSP_STATUS bits. These bits are accessible as a GPI instruction. If

WBSP_STATUS = 0, general processing resumes in State Wl. If WBSP_STATUS is

non-zero, then State W3 is transitioned where the ARM command is performed.

[0066] If the operation is a "read", the WBSP processor accesses the address

specified in WBSP ADDRESS. This one-dimensional address is translated into a

two-dimensional WBSP address, including a buffer number and an address within the

buffer. The contents of this location is accessed and the output stream is directed to

the GPO associated with WBSP DATA.

[0067] If the operation is a "write", the WBSP processor accesses the address

specified in WBSP_ADDRESS. This one-dimensional address is translated into the



two-dimensional WBSP address, including a buffer number and an address within the

buffer. The value of WBSP_DATA is accessed via the GPI mechanism. The WBSP

processor routes this value to the output stream which is destined for the decoded

buffer number and address within the buffer.

[0068] In both the "read" and "write" cases, the value of WBSP_STATUS is

reset to 0. Meanwhile, the ARM processor resumes its general processing in STATE

A2. Periodically, the ARM processor checks the value of WBSP_STATUS via its

MMIO register ARM_WBSP_ACCESS. When this value is 0, the ARM processor is

aware that the "read" or "write" command has been completed. If this operation was

a read, the ARM processor can access the read value in the WBSP_DATA register.

Continued operation may occur (STATE A4) influenced by the "read" operation

including the option of initiating another "read" or "write" command.

Simultaneously, the WBSP operation may continue operation in STATE W3

influenced by the "write" operation.

[0069] Fig. 8 illustrates operations performed in an exemplary FFT algorithm

performed in the wireless broadband signal processing system 10. Additional, fewer, or

different operations may be performed in the algorithm depending on the particular

embodiment or implementation. The FFT algorithm can be coded into a software

program that resides in the program memory 12. In an operation 82, the data that is to

undergo the FFT/IFFT transform is loaded into a buffer. Settings are initialized that

govern the operation of subsequent operations. A second counter is initialized to two,

and N is set to the log2 length of the input vector. In an operation 84, a GPIO instruction

number 23 causes a reset of a master counter in processing unit 18. GPIO instruction

number 13 signals the FFT length (N) to processing unit 18 (Fig. 1). The master counter

is responsible for address generation as described in greater detail below.

[0070] In an operation 86, processing unit 18 performs a vector operation

associated with the FFT/IFFT algorithm. In at least one embodiment, the upper limit

of the length of the vector to be operated upon by the vector instruction is 128 words.

For data lengths larger than 128 words, it is necessary to loop through the FFT/IFFT

algorithm a sufficient number of times (e.g., if the data length is 2048 words, and the



maximum vector length is 128 words, 16 iterations of the FFT/IFFT algorithm are

required to perform the transform). In an operation 87, the value of the master counter

is incremented only after the FFT/IFFT algorithm has operated on one 128 word

segment of data (unless explicitly reset via a GPIO instruction 23) in operation 86.

[0071] In an operation 88, a second counter is advanced by two to proceed to

the next stage of FFT/IFFT processing. Also, the INPUT and OUTPUT buffers are

switched, enabling the cascading of processing between the FFT/IFFT stages. In an

operation 89, if all the stages of the FFT/IFFT processing have been performed, then

the FFT/IFFT transformed data is available for further processing by the processor.

[0072] Referring to Fig. 1, the memory 38 provides mathematical functions to

the processing units 16, 18, and 20. In a preferred embodiment, the memory 38 is a

read only memory (ROM). ROMs are relatively power consuming. As such,

minimizing accesses to the memory 38 reduces the overall power required. In the

FFT algorithm, it is necessary to access the memory 38 for mathematical functions,

including Twiddle Factors used for the outputs of Radix-4 operations.

[0073] By a re-ordering of the segments of the input vector operated on by the

FFT algorithm in a given stage, it is possible to use the same set of 3 Twiddle Factors

for the outputs of successive Radix-4 operations. By way of example, consider a

4096-word FFT in which Iog4(4096) = 6 stages are required. For Stage 1, the 3

Twiddle Factors are accessed from the memory 38 every Radix-4 operation. It should

be noted that the first output of the Radix-4 operation has a Twiddle Factor that is

always unity, thus only 3 of the outputs are non-trivial. However, for the next stage

or Stage 2 of the FFT algorithm, the same set of three Twiddle Factors may be used

for 4 consecutive Radix-4 operations if the optimal address generation scheme is used

as described below. For Stage 3 of the FFT algorithm, the same set of three Twiddle

Factors may be used for 16 consecutive Radix-4 operations. For Stage 4, that number

continues to grow geometrically to 64 consecutive Radix-4 operations.

[0074] Other design considerations can reduce the required amount of Twiddle

Factor space in the memory 38. For example, since larger powers of 2 are supersets of



the smaller powers of 2, only the Twiddle Factors corresponding to the largest FFT

size need be stored. Thus, the Twiddle address generation supports all FFT sizes

collapsed into a single table. The address generation scheme also supports reduction

of the number of Twiddle Factors even for the largest FFT size. For example, taking

an 8192-word FFT, adjacent Twiddle Factors are a factor of exp(j*2*pi/8192)

different, which is too small to resolve in the fixed point representation of 10 bits. As

such, a reduced set of Twiddle Factors are stored in which all odd values are

discarded. By symmetry, the full unit circle of 2*pi radians can be constructed by

storage of pi/4 (one octant) worth of Twiddle Factors. The unit circle reduces the

storage requirement by an additional l/8 th. The Twiddle address generation coupled

with the Twiddle Octant Manipulation Block (shown in processing unit 18 described

with respect to Fig. 9) accomplishes this storage reduction.

[0075] Fig. 9 illustrates a more detailed view of the functionalities of the

processor 18 described with reference to Fig. 1. In at least one embodiment, the

processor 18 buffers four inputs (Xl, X2, X3, and X4) for the ensuing Radix-4 FFT

because the processor receives data serially from a single port RAM. The exception

is the final Radix-2 stage on FFT sizes that are not an integral power of 4. In this

case, only 2 inputs are buffered with X2 and X4 set to zero.

[0076] The Radix-4 FFT engine operates at a reduced clock rate relative to the

rest of the wireless broadband signal processing system 10. In many embodiments,

the Radix-4 FFT engine operates at the system clock frequency reduced by a factor of

4. The exception is the final Radix-2 stage on FFT sizes that are not an integral power

of 4, in which case the system clock frequency is reduced by a factor of two. The

Radix-4 FFT engine is optimized such that 8 complex additions can be performed to

produce 4 outputs. The Radix-4 FFT engine includes 2 sets of cascaded adders. The

first set of adders produces the following partial sums based on the 4 complex inputs:

P 1 = X 1 + X3

P2 = X 1 - X3

P3 = X2 + X4

P4 = X2 - X4



[0077] A second set of adders computes the outputs based upon the partial

sums as:

Y 1 = P 1 + P3

Y2 = P2 -j*P4

Y3 = P 1 -P3

Y4 P2 +j*P4

[0078] where multiplication by j is implemented via switching I and Q and

inverting the I output.

[0079] In general, there is no truncation in this operation.

[0080] The output of each scalar Twiddle factor multiplication is truncated to

11 bits. Therefore, the output of the complex multiplier is 12 bits. Bits [10:1] are

mapped to the output of the processing unit 18. To reduce the rate at which Twiddle

Factors are accessed, there are 3 storage registers 92 for storing the non-unity Twiddle

factors. As further described below with respect to Figs. 10-13, the storage registers

92 only update when the Twiddle address transitions out of the Twiddle address

generator mapping block. This transition is signaled to the storage registers 92 by the

Twiddle Address transition indicator generated in operation 106, discussed in greater

detail below. The multiplier 94 supports a bypass functionality on every 4th multiply

when the unity Twiddle factor is to be applied. Based upon a 3-bit control word from

a multiplier 110 shown in Fig. 10 and described below, the accessed Twiddle factor is

manipulated by the Twiddle octant manipulator 90 as follows. The Twiddle factor is

subjected to the cascaded effect of the 3 operations:

If Bit l xorBit 2 = l

Swap I and Q of Twiddle Factor and negate real and imaginary

If Bit 2 = 1

Negate Real of Twiddle Factor

If Bit 3 = 1

Negate Both Real and Imaginary of Twiddle Factor



[0081] Fig. 10 illustrates operations performed in the address generation for

the FFT algorithm described with reference to Fig. 9. Additional, fewer, or different

operations may be performed depending on the particular embodiment or

implementation. In an operation 104, the master counter information supplied by

operation 102 is mapped by an input address generator to create an input address.

Fig. 11 illustrates an exemplary mapping of the master counter information. As

illustrated, the input address is populated according to N, the size of the input vector

being transformed by the FFT algorithm. In the exemplary mapping illustrated in Fig.

11, the input address is 13 bits long where the highest-order 13-N bits are set to zero

and N = log2 (FFT size), the next highest-order bits are s bits of the master counter

where s = 2,4, . . ., N-2, N (where N is even) and s = 2, 4, . . ., N-I, N (where N is odd)

and the lower-order bits of the input address are N-s bits of the master counter.

Referring again to Fig. 10, once the input address is generated by operation 104, the

input buffer receives the input address and, with the exception of the last stage

described below, the output buffer also receives the input address.

[0082] In an operation 106, Twiddle factor addresses are generated. Fig. 12

illustrates an exemplary mapping for the Twiddle address. This exemplary mapping

involves a re-shuffling of the input address generated in operation 104. The Twiddle

address has 11 bits. The higher-order bits are the input address bits (N-s) to 1. The

remaining lower-order bits of the Twiddle factor address (which is determined by

subtracting the input address size, 11, by N-s) are set to zero.

[0083] In order to determine whether new Twiddle factors are needed and for

the purpose of saving power, a transition determination is made to limit the number of

accesses to memory 38 (such as a ROM). A Twiddle address transition indicator is

generated by operation 106 which indicates that there is a change or transition in the

Twiddle address and that new Twiddle factors are needed. The Twiddle address

transition indicator is sent to the storage registers 92 in the processing unit 18 and the

mathematical functions memory 38. When the memory 38 is accessed, three Twiddle

factors are retrieved, manipulated as described above, and stored in the storage

registers 92.



[0084] The following describes the population of the storage registers 92 with

Twiddle factors and use of the Twiddle factors. In this process, the two least

significant bits (LSB) of the master counter are multiplied with the Twiddle address

using a multiplier 110. The product of this multiplication (13 bits in this exemplary

embodiment) is separated into parts. Ten of the bits are provided as inputs to a

summer 112 and a multiplexer 114. The summer 112 performs a subtraction of the

ten bits from 512 and provides the result to an input 1 of the multiplexer 114. The

other input of the multiplexer 114 (input 0) receives the ten bits from the

multiplication result from the multiplier 110. One bit from the remaining bits from

the multiplication result is used as a select to the multiplexer 114 and the 3 highest-

order bits of the multiplication result are provided as the previously referenced control

word to the Twiddle octant manipulator 90 in processor 18. The output of the

multiplexer 114 is the address sent to the mathematical functions memory 38 for

retrieving a Twiddle factor.

[0085] If the length of the input vector undergoing the FFT transform has a

length which is odd power of 2 (non-integral multiple of 4), the output buffer receives

an interleaved version of the input address formed in an operation 108. As illustrated

in Fig. 13, the interleaving version of the input address depends on the value of N,

which—as indicated above—represents log2 (FFT size). The 13 bits of the address

provided to the output buffer includes zeros in the first 13-N bits, followed by the

arrangement of the input address shown in Fig. 13. By design, the processing carried

out and illustrated in Figs. 10-13 limits access to the memory 38 containing Twiddle

factors, thereby saving power.

[0086] Fig. 14 illustrates operations performed in a context switching process

carried out in the wireless broadband signal processing system 10. Additional, fewer,

or different operations may be performed depending on the embodiment or

implementation. In an operation 142, a critical task 1 operation is performed. A

critical task is one or more operations, each operation needing to be completed before

a new processing iteration during (PID) begins. For example, critical task 1 can

include 802.1 1 operations that are performed when a processing iteration duration



(PID) instruction is received, each operation completing before a new PID is received.

Once a critical task 1 operation is completed, a critical task 2 operation can be

performed in an operation 144. For example, critical task 2 can be operations

involved in copying DVB samples to an intermediate buffer. If a critical task 2

operation is completed before a non-critical task 3 is finished, a program induced

context switch is performed in which a non-critical task operation is performed in

operation 146. Non-critical operations may extend across PID boundaries. Such a

non-critical task 3 can be a DVB demodulation. When a PID instruction is received,

the induced context switch is ended. If the non-critical task is complete when critical

task 2 is completed, a sleep mode is entered until the PID ends.

[0087] A conventional definition of context is a set of information from which

a task may restart where it previously left off. During a context switch, the context of

the "current" task is stored, and the context of the "next" task is loaded. The "current"

task will be revisited at some future time by loading back in the previously stored

context. The state of the WBSP is defined by a set of processor registers. In an

illustrative example, a processor register is the Instruction Pointer, however there can

be several additional processor registers. The WBSP incorporates sets of memory

elements (e.g., hardware registers) for the complete description of a context. The

number of sets of memory elements determines the maximum number of

simultaneous contexts hi the WBSP, a context switch occurs when the information

stored in a set of memory elements for a given context is loaded as the set of

processor registers. In the WBSP, the entire set of memory elements is loaded into

the processor registers in a single clock. At this point, the WBSP continues normal

steady-state execution of instructions.

[0088] Fig. 15 depicts timing of the context switching process described with

reference to Fig. 14. PID 1 initiates a critical task 1 operation. The critical task 1

operation is completed before PID 2 begins, allowing a critical task 2 operation and a

non-critical task 3 operation to be performed. Upon receipt of PID 2, the non-critical

task 3 is halted (although not completed yet) and critical task 1 operation is

performed. Such a process continues where receipt of a PID triggers the execution of



a critical task operation. The critical tasks operations are performed in order and if a

new PED is not yet received, a non-critical task operation can be performed. As such,

critical task operations are completed within the PID but inactive periods are utilized

to execute non-critical tasks.

[0089] Fig. 16 illustrates a processing unit in the wireless broadband signal

processing system 10. The processing unit can perform convolution operations (FER

filtering) and tap loading. An initial value and a stride value are provided to address

generation logic 202. The address generation logic 202 generates addresses that are

supplied to ROM 1, ROM 2, ROM 3, ROM 4, ROM 5, ROM 6, ROM 7 and ROM 8.

Input data is received by the processing unit at an input shifter 204. The input shifter

204 performs the tap loading, loading the received data into registers 206, 208 and

212. The registers can be flip-flop structures.

[0090] Complex multiplication operations are carried out on data that has been

loaded into the ROM structures at the locations corresponding to the addresses

generated by the address generation logic 22 and the communication data. The

products of these complex multiplication operations are summed by a complex adder

tree 216. Multiplication beyond eight-fold parallel multiplication is allowed by a

combine shifter 218 which feeds a combine stream into the complex tree adder 216.

The convolution is thus built up by accumulating taps. The inclusion of the combine

stream input into the complex tree adder 216 thus allows for dynamic range control.

An output shifter 220 shifts data from the complex adder tree 216 as an output stream

of data from the processing unit.

[0091] Fig. 17 illustrates address operation logic 202 from the processing unit

of Fig. 16 in greater detail. An initialized address is received by the address

generation logic 202 via a GPIO instruction. This initialized address is a current

address. Addresses communicated to the ROM memory structures (Fig. 16) are the

current address (AO), the current address plus a stride value, the current address plus a

stride value times two, etc. As data is read from the ROM structures, the current

address is incremented by the stride value. As such, incrementing the address is done



automatically without needing to re-load the "top" or the value that the

communication data is summed over.

[0092] The contents of ROM 1, ROM 2, ROM 3, ROM 4, ROM 5, ROM 6,

ROM 7 and ROM 8 in Fig. 16 can be determined using the formulas below:

π x A . ..

256

[0093] where R is the contents of the n-th ROM at address A and A is the

address defined for value 0 through 255.

[0094] While several embodiments of the invention have been described, it is

to be understood that modifications and changes will occur to those skilled in the art

to which the invention pertains. Accordingly, the claims appended to this

specification are intended to define the invention precisely.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

L A method for obtaining processor diagnostic data, the method

comprising:

receiving an instruction;

selectively enabling write access of an output stream to a diagnostic

memory;

writing to the diagnostic memory at a first frequency; and

reading from the diagnostic memory at a second frequency, wherein

the first frequency is greater than the second frequency.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising communicating

contents of the diagnostic memory to a logic analyzer.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the diagnostic memory

receives communication data from an outside source.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the diagnostic memory

receives communication data from a processing unit.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein write access of the output

stream to the diagnostic memory is enabled when the received instruction changes.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the first frequency is 40 MHz

or more.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the second frequency is 40

MHz or less.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the received instruction

comprises a diagnostic mailbox field.



9. The method of claim 8, wherein if the diagnostic mailbox field

of a received instruction is set to one, the output stream of the received instruction is

written to the diagnostic memory.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the first frequency and the

second frequency are chosen such that the second frequency is less than or equal to

the first frequency times a fraction of clocks associated with instructions that have

their diagnostic mailbox field set to one.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein the diagnostic memory is a

random access memory (RAM) having at least one read port and at least one write port.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the random access memory

(RAM) is a dual-port RAM having one write port and one read port.

13. The method of claim 11, wherein read and write addresses

applied to the diagnostic memory are automatically incremented after every read or

write access to the diagnostic memory until either address matches a maximum RAM

address at which point the read and write addresses wrap around to zero.

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising communicating an

overflow indication when the diagnostic memory is full of data that has not been read

and the received instruction indicates that the output stream is to be written to the

diagnostic memory.

15. The method of claim 13, further comprising communicating an

empty indication when all data stored in the diagnostic memory has been read.

16. A system for obtaining processor diagnostic data, the system

comprising:

a memory containing instructions;

a controller that receives and executes the instructions, including

selectively enabling write access of an output stream to a diagnostic memory; and



a diagnostic memory that receives the output stream at a first

frequency and delivers contents at a second frequency, wherein the first frequency is

higher than the second frequency.

17. The system of claim 16, further comprising a logic analyzer,

the logic analyzer receiving contents of the diagnostic memory.

18. The system of claim 16, wherein the diagnostic memory

receives communication data from an outside source.

19. The system of claim 16, wherein the diagnostic memory

receives communication data from a processing unit.

20. The system of claim 16, wherein the controller enables write

access to the diagnostic memory when the received instructions change.

21. The system of claim 16, wherein the first frequency is 40 MHz

or more.

22. The system of claim 16, wherein the second frequency is 40

MHz or less.

23. The system of claim 16, wherein the received instruction

comprises a diagnostic mailbox field.

24. The system of claim 23, wherein if the diagnostic mailbox field

of a received instruction is set to one, the output stream of the received instruction is

written to the diagnostic memory.

25. The system of claim 24, wherein the first frequency and the

second frequency are chosen such that the second frequency is less than or equal to

the first frequency times a fraction of clocks associated with instructions that have

their diagnostic mailbox field set to one.



26. The system of claim 16, wherein the diagnostic memory is a

random access memory (RAM) having at least one read port and at least one write

port.

27. The system of claim 26, wherein the random access memory

(RAM) is a dual-port RAM having one write port and one read port.

28. The system of claim 26, wherein read and write addresses

applied to the diagnostic memory are automatically incremented after every read or

write access to the diagnostic memory until either address matches a maximum RAM

address at which point the read and write addresses wrap around to zero.

29. The system of claim 28, further comprising communicating an

overflow indication when the diagnostic memory is full of data that has not been read

and the received instruction indicates that the output communication stream is to be

written to the diagnostic memory.

30. The system of claim 28, further comprising communicating an

empty indication when all data stored in the diagnostic memory has been read.

31. A method of controlling input and output in a multi-mode

wireless processing system, the method comprising:

receiving an instruction for controlling an interface between an

element external to a multi-mode wireless processing system and the multi-mode

wireless processing system; and

determining from a field in the received instruction whether a

designated processing unit generates output data or receives input data.

32. The method of claim 31, wherein the received instruction

indicates recording of a frame rate of errors.

33. The method of claim 31, wherein the received instruction

indicates managing of sample buffers internal to the multi-mode wireless processing

system.



34. The method of claim 31, further comprising determining from

the field in the received instruction a general purpose input as a source of the input data.

35. The method of claim 34, wherein the received instruction

indicates a rate of communication between the designated processing unit and the

general purpose input.

36. The method of claim 34, further comprising routing the input

data from the source to the designated processing unit.

37. The method of claim 31, further comprising determining from

the field in the received instruction a general purpose output as a destination for the

generated output data.

38. The method of claim 37, wherein the received instruction

indicates a rate of communication between the designated processing unit and the

general purpose output.

39. The method of claim 37, further comprising routing the

generated output data from the designated processing unit to the destination.

40. A configuration of input / output components for interfacing

with a processing unit in a multi-mode wireless processing system, the configuration

comprising:

a plurality of general purpose inputs for supplying input data to a

processing unit in a multi-mode wireless processing system; and

a plurality of general purpose outputs for receiving output data

generated by the processing unit in the multi-mode wireless processing system.

4 1. A system for controlling input and output in a multi-mode

wireless processor, the system comprising:

a memory including instructions in a multi-mode wireless processor

system, the instructions controlling an interface between an element external to the



multi-mode wireless processing system and the multi-mode wireless processing

system; and

a controller that receives the instructions and determines from an

instruction field whether a designated processing unit in the multi-mode wireless

processing system generates output data or receives input data.

42. The system of claim 41, wherein the received instruction

indicates recording of a frame rate of errors.

43. The system of claim 41, wherein the received instruction indicates

managing of sample buffers internal to the multi-mode wireless processing system.

44. The system of claim 41, wherein the controller further determines

from the instruction field a general purpose input as a source of the input data.

45. The system of claim 44, wherein the controller routes the input

data from the source to the designated processing unit.

46. The system of claim 44, wherein the received instruction

indicates a rate of communication between the designated processing unit and the

general purpose input.

47. The system of claim 41, wherein the controller further

determines from the instruction field a general purpose output as a destination for the

generated output data.

48. The system of claim 47, wherein the controller routes the

output data from the designated processing unit to the destination.

49. The system of claim 47, wherein the received instruction

indicates a rate of communication between the designated processing unit and the

general purpose output.



50. A method of dynamically controlling rate connections to

sample buffers in a multi-mode processing system, the method comprising:

receiving an instruction for communication in a multi-mode wireless

processing system;

determining a rate at which a plurality of buffers are serially connected

to elements external to the multi-mode wireless processing system for receipt or

transmission of data; and

programming a plurality of registers that control the rate at which the

plurality of buffers are serially connected to the external elements based on the

received instruction.

51. The method of claim 50 wherein one registers controls the rate

at which the plurality of buffers are serially connected to the external elements.

52. The method of claim 50, wherein the rate at which the plurality

of buffers are serially connected to the external elements varies dynamically based on

the received instruction.

53. The method of claim 50, wherein a field in the received

instruction determines whether or not the rate at which the plurality of buffers are

serially connected to the external elements is to be changed.

54. A system for dynamically controlling rate connections to

sample buffers in a multi-mode processing system, the system comprising:

a memory including instructions for multi-mode wireless processor

communication in a multi-mode wireless processing system; and

a controller that receives instructions and determines a rate at which a

plurality of buffers are serially connected to elements external to the multi-mode

wireless processing system for receipt or transmission of data; and

a plurality of registers that control the rate at which the plurality of

buffers are serially connected to the external elements.



55. The system of claim 54, wherein the controller dynamically

varies the rate at which the plurality of buffers are serially connected to the external

elements based on the received instructions.

56. The system of claim 54, wherein one register controls the rate

at which the plurality of buffers are serially connected to the external elements.

57. The system of claim 54, wherein the controller determines

whether the plurality of registers is to be programmed based upon a field in the

received instruction.

58. A method of interfacing two processors, the method

comprising:

generating a read/write request at a first processor, wherein the

read/write request targets a target memory for which the first processor has no direct

access;

receiving the read/write request at a second processor, wherein the

second processor has direct access to the target memory to be accessed by the

read/write request;

completing a read/write operation at the second processor; and

receiving at the first processor an indication that the read/write

operation has been completed.

59. The method of claim 58, further comprising continuing

operation at the first processor after receipt of read data from the second processor,

the continuing operation being related to the read/write request, the read/write request

being a read operation.

60. The method of claim 58, further comprising continuing

operation at the second processor after completion of a write operation by the second

processor, the continuing operation being related to the read/write request, the

read/write request being the write operation.



61. The method of claim 58, further comprising:

generating a read/write address comprising a target buffer number and

a target address within a target buffer, the target memory being the target buffer

which is part of the second processor; and

receiving the read/write address at the second processor.

62. The method of claim 58, further comprising receiving write

data at the second processor if the read/write request is a write request.

63. The method of claim 58, further comprising polling at the

second processor for the read/write request of the first processor.

64. The method of claim 63, wherein the polling at the second

processor is performed by periodic monitoring of status bits.

65. The method of claim 64, wherein a read/write request is

indicated by the status bits being set to a nonzero value.

66. The method of claim 64, wherein the status bits are cleared

upon completion of the read/write operation by the second processor.

67. The method of claim 58, further comprising polling at the first

processor for indication that the read/write operation has been completed.

68. The method of claim 67, wherein the polling at the first

processor is performed by periodic monitoring of the status bits.

t
69. A system for interfacing two processors, the system

comprising:

a first processor that generates a read/write request, wherein the

read/write request targets a target memory for which the first processor has no direct

access;

a second processor that receives the read/write request and completes a

read/write operation, wherein the second processor has direct access to the target

memory to be accessed by the read/write request;



a target memory; and

a means for communicating between the first processor and a second

processor.

70. The system of claim 69, wherein the second processor is a

multi-mode wireless processor.

71. The system of claim 69, wherein the first processor is an ARM

processor.

72. The system of claim 69, wherein the target memory is a part of

the second processor.

73. The system of claim 69, wherein the second processor receives

write data if the read/write request is a write request.

74. The system of claim 69, wherein after receipt of read data from

the second processor the first processor performs operations influenced by the

read/write request, the read/write request being a read operation.

75. The system of claim 69, wherein after the second processor

completes a write operation, the second processor performs operations influenced by

the read/write request, the read/write request being the write operation.

76. The system of claim 69, wherein the target memory is a buffer.

77. The system of claim 76, wherein the first processor generates a

read/write address comprising a target buffer number and a target address within the

target buffer, the target memory being the target buffer which is part of the second

processor, and the second processor receives the generates read/write address.

78. The system of claim 69, wherein the second processor polls for

the read/write request of the first processor.

79. The system of claim 78, wherein the polling by the second

processor is performed by periodic monitoring of status bits.



80. The system of claim 79, wherein a read/write request is

indicated by the status bits being set to a nonzero value.

81. The system of claim 69, wherein the first processor polls for the

indication that the read/write operation has been completed.

82. The system of claim 81, wherein the first processor polling is

performed by periodic monitoring of status bits.

83. The system of claim 82, wherein the status bits are cleared

upon completion of the read/write operation by the second processor.

84. An interface between two processors, the interface comprising:

means for generating a read/write request at a first processor;

means for setting status bits by either the first processor or a second

processor;

means for polling the status bits by the first processor;

means for polling the status bits by the second processor; and

means for communicating additional data between the first processor

and the second processor.

85. The interface of claim 84, wherein the second processor polls

the status bits on a periodic basis.

86. The interface of claim 84, wherein the first processor sets the

status bits to zero to indicate a read/write request.

87. The interface of claim 84, wherein if the read/write request is

for a write operation, the first processor further supplies write data to the second

processor.

88. The interface of claim 84, wherein the second processor clears

the status bits when a requested read/write operation has been completed.



89. The interface of claim 84, wherein the second processor sends

write data to the first processor when the second processor has completed a write

operation.

90. The interface of claim 84, wherein the first processor polls the

status bits on a periodic basis.

91. The interface of claim 84, wherein first processor supplies an

address to the second processor as part of the read/write request.

92. The interface of claim 9 1, wherein the address comprises a

target buffer number, and a target address within a target buffer.

93. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method in a multi-mode

wireless processing system, the method comprising:

loading an input vector into an input buffer;

initializing a second counter and a variable N, where N = log2 (input

vector size), and s is a value of the second counter;

performing an FFT stage, the FFT stage comprising:

performing vector operations on data in the input buffer and

sending results to an output buffer, the data in the input buffer comprising a plurality

of segments;

advancing the value of the second counter; and

switching roles of the input and output buffers; and

comparing s to N, and performing additional FFT stages until S= N.

94. The method of claim 93, wherein the second counter is initialized

to two, advanced by two in the FFT stage, and is set to N in a last FFT stage if N is odd.

95. The method of claim 93, wherein the vector operations operate

on one segment of the data in the input buffer at a time until all of the segments have

been operated on.



96. The method of claim 93, wherein the vector operations

comprise:

loading four input data from the input buffer into a processing unit;

performing Radix-4 FFT vector operations with a Radix-4 FFT engine

on the four input data loaded in the processing unit, the Radix-4 FFT engine accepting

four input vectors and generating four output vectors;

multiplying the four generated output vectors with a Twiddle factor,

each output vector having an associated Twiddle factor, the Twiddle factor having a

real component and an imaginary component; and

bypassing multiplication of the output vectors when the associated

Twiddle factor is unity.

97. The method of claim 96, further comprising bypassing

multiplication of the first output vector.

98. The method of claim 96, wherein if N is odd and the last FFT

stage is being executed, two input data are loaded from the input buffer into the

processing unit and are used as the first and third Radix-4 FFT engine input vectors,

the second and fourth Radix-4 FFT engine input vectors being set to zero.

99. The method of claim 96, wherein the four input data loaded

into the processing unit are received serially by the processing unit and provided in

parallel to the Radix-4 FFT engine, and the four output vectors of the Radix-4 FFT

engine are received in parallel from the Radix-4 FFT engine and written to the output

buffer serially.

100. The method of claim 96, wherein the processing unit operates

at a multi-mode wireless processing system clock frequency reduced by a factor of

four, except for when a last FFT stage is being performed and N is odd, in which case

the processing unit operates at the multi-mode wireless processing system clock

frequency reduced by a factor of two.



101. The method of claim 100, wherein a master counter is used as a

loop variable that is initialized, advanced, and compared to a length of the data in the

input buffer to determine when all of the segments of the data in the input buffer data

have been operated on.

102. The method of claim 101, wherein input buffer addresses are

generated as follows: bits N to (s+1) of the master counter are mapped bits (N-s) to 1

of the input buffer address, bits s to 1 of the master counter are mapped to bits N to

(N-s+1) of the input buffer address, and remaining highest-order bits of the input

buffer address are set to zero, where bit 1 is the lowest-order bit of the input buffer

address and the master counter.

103. The method of claim 102, wherein the input address is 13 bits.

104. The method of claim 102, wherein an output buffer address is

equal to the input buffer address for all of the FFT stages except for the last FFT stage

in which the output buffer address is generated as follows: bits 13 to 13-N bits of the

output buffer address are set to zero, and if N is even, bits N to 1 of the output buffer

follow a first mapping sequence I2, 11, 14, 13, ... IN, IN-I , and if N is odd, bits N to 1 of

the output buffer follow a second mapping sequence I1, 13, 12, 15, 14, . . . IN, IN-I , where I

is the input buffer address, and where bit 1 is the lowest-order bit of the output buffer,

where bit 1 is the lowest-order bit of the input and output buffer addresses.

105. The method of claim 96, wherein the Twiddle factor is

generated by:

generating a preliminary Twiddle address;

generating a control word for controlling manipulation of the Twiddle factor;

generating a final Twiddle address;

determining whether the Twiddle factor needs to be accessed from a

memory based upon the preliminary Twiddle address; and

if the Twiddle factor needs to be accessed:

reading the Twiddle factor from the memory at the final

Twiddle address ;



manipulating the Twiddle factor based upon the control word; and

storing a manipulated Twiddle factor in the processing unit.

106. The method of claim 105, wherein the manipulated Twiddle

factor stored in the processing unit is stored in a register.

107. The method of claim 105, wherein the preliminary Twiddle

address is generated as follows: highest-order (N-s) bits of the preliminary Twiddle

address are mapped to bits (N-s) to 1 of the input buffer address, and remaining

lower-order bits of the preliminary Twiddle address are set to zero, where bit 1 is the

lowest-order bit of the input buffer address.

108. The method of claim 105, wherein the preliminary and final

Twiddle addresses are 11 bits.

109. The method of claim 105, wherein the control word is three

highest-order bits of a product between the preliminary Twiddle address and two

lowest-orders bits of the master counter.

110. The method of claim 105, wherein the Twiddle factor is

manipulated according to the control word bits as follows:

first, if bit 1 of the control word XOR bit 2 of the control word = 1, the

real and the imaginary components of the Twiddle factor are swapped and the real and

imaginary components of the Twiddle factor are negated;

second, if bit 2 of the control word = 1, the real component of the

Twiddle factor are negated; and

third, if bit 3 of the control word = 1, the real and imaginary

components of the Twiddle factor are negated.

111. The method of claim 105, wherein the final Twiddle address is

generated by:

multiplying the preliminary Twiddle address by two lowest-order bits

of the master counter and generating a product;



subtracting bits 9 to 0 of the product from 512 and producing a

remainder, where bit 0 is the least significant bit of the product,

sending the remainder to a first input of a 2:1 multiplexer, bits 9 to 0 of

the product to a second input of the 2:1 multiplexer, and bit 10 of the product to a

select input of the 2:1 multiplexer, the final Twiddle address being an output of the

2:1 multiplexer.

112. A system for performing a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) in a

multi-mode wireless processing system, the system comprising:

a processing unit for performing vector operations;

a memory for providing mathematical functions to the processing unit;

a program memory containing instructions for executing an FFT

algorithm;

an instruction controller for receiving and executing instructions from

the program memory; and

a pair of buffers that alternate between acting as an input buffer and an

output buffer in successive FFT stages of the FFT algorithm, data in the input buffer

comprising a plurality of segments.

113. The system of claim 112, wherein the memory providing

mathematical functions contains Twiddle factors.

114. The system of claim 112, wherein the memory providing

mathematical functions is a ROM.

115. The system of claim 112, wherein the processing unit

comprises:

a Radix-4 FFT engine that performs eight complex additions on four

input vectors and generates four output vectors;

a Twiddle multiplier for multiplying a generated output vector with an

associated Twiddle factor, the Twiddle factor having a real component and an

imaginary component;



a serial-to-parallel converter for receiving the four input vectors

serially from the input buffer and sending the four input vectors to the Radix-4 FFT

engine in parallel;

a parallel-to-serial converter for receiving the four generated output

vectors in parallel and delivering the four output vectors serially to the Twiddle

multiplier and output buffer;

a set of registers for storing manipulated Twiddle factors in the

processing unit;

a Twiddle octant manipulator that manipulates Twiddle factors based

upon a control word;

a master counter used as a loop variable for monitoring progress of the

FFT algorithm in a given FFT stage;

a second counter used as a loop variable for keeping track of a current

stage of the FFT algorithm, where s is a value of the second counter;

an input address generator that generates an input buffer address, the

input buffer address being used as an output buffer address for all FFT stages except

for when a last FFT stage is being performed and N is odd, where N = Iog2 (size of

data in the input buffer);

a Twiddle address generator for generating a preliminary Twiddle

address;

a DiBit interleaving generator that generates the output buffer address

for the last FFT stage if N is odd;

a Twiddle address multiplier for generating the control word;

a summer for subtracting bits 9 to 0 of the product generated by the

Twiddle address multiplier from 512 and generating a remainder; and

a 2 :1 multiplexer for generating the final Twiddle address from the

remainder and the product generated by the Twiddle address multiplier.

116. The system of claim 115, wherein the second counter is

initialized to two, advanced by two in the FFT stage, and is set to N in the last FFT

stage if N is odd.



117. The system of claim 115, wherein the processing unit operates

on one segment of the data in the input buffer at a time until all of the segments have

been operated on.

118. The system of claim 115, further comprising a multiplier

bypass indicator for indicating when the Twiddle multiplier is to be bypassed.

119. The system of claim 115, wherein when N is odd and the last

FFT stage is being executed, the serial-to-parallel converter receives two input data

from the input buffer and the two received input data become the first and third

Radix-4 FFT engine input vectors, and the second and fourth Radix-4 FFT engine

input vectors are set to zero.

120. The system of claim 115, wherein the processing unit operates

at a multi-mode wireless process system clock frequency reduced by a factor of four,

except for when the last FFT stage is being performed and N is odd in which case the

processing unit operates at the system clock frequency reduced by a factor of two.

121. The system of claim 115, wherein the input buffer address are

generated as follows: bits N to (s+1) of the master counter are mapped bits (N-s) to 1

of the input buffer address, bits s to 1 of the master counter are mapped to bits N to

(N-s+1) of the input buffer address, and remaining highest-order bits of the input

buffer address are set to zero, where bit 1 is the least significant bit of the master

counter and input buffer address.

122. The system of claim 115, wherein the input buffer address is

13 bits.

123. The system of claim 115, wherein the output buffer address is

equal to the input buffer address for all FFT stages except for the last FFT stage in

which the output buffer address is generated as follows: bits 13 to 13-N bits of the

output buffer are set to zero, and if N is even, bits N to 1 of the output buffer follow a

first mapping sequence I2, 11, 14, 13, ... IN, IN- d if N is odd, bits N to 1 of the

output buffer follow a second mapping sequence Ii, I3, 12, 1 , 1 , ... IN , IN-I , where I is



the input buffer address, where bit 1 is the lowest-order bit of the input and output

buffer addresses.

124. The system of claim 115, wherein the Twiddle address generator

determines if new Twiddle factors need to be accessed from the memory providing

mathematical functions and generates a Twiddle address transition indicator indicating

that new Twiddle factors need to be accessed from the memory providing mathematical

functions, the Twiddle address transition indicator being sent to the set of registers.

125. The system of claim 115, wherein the preliminary Twiddle

address is generated as follows: highest-order (N-s) bits of the preliminary Twiddle

address are mapped to bits (N-s) to 1 of the input buffer address, and remaining

lower-order bits of the preliminary Twiddle address are set to zero, where bit 1 is the

lowest-order bit of the input buffer address.

126. The system of claim 115, wherein the preliminary and final

Twiddle addresses are 11 bits.

127. The system of claim 115, wherein the control word is three

highest-order bits of the product of the preliminary Twiddle address and two lowest-

orders bits of the master counter.

128. The system of claim 115, wherein the Twiddle factor is

manipulated according to the control word as follows:

first, if bit 1 of the control word XOR bit 2 of the control word = 1, the

real and the imaginary components of the Twiddle factor are swapped, and the real

and imaginary components of the Twiddle factor are negated;

second, if bit 2 of the control word = 1, the real component of the

Twiddle factor is negated;

third, if bit 3 of the control word = 1, both the real and imaginary

components of the Twiddle factor are negated.



129. The system of claim 115, wherein the remainder is sent to a

first input of the 2:1 multiplexer, bits 9 to 0 of the product generated by the Twiddle

address multiplier are sent to a second input of the 2:lmultiplexer, bit 10 of the

product generated by the Twiddle address multiplier is sent to a select input of the 2:1

multiplexer, and the final Twiddle address is an output of the 2:1 multiplexer.

130. A method for switching between instruction contexts within a

time interval in a multi-mode wireless broadband processing system, the method

comprising:

executing critical task operations, each critical task operation executing

within a time interval, a critical task comprising a plurality of critical task operations;

executing non-critical task operations, execution of each non-critical

task operation being able to cross a time interval boundary, a non-critical task

comprising a plurality of non-critical task operations; and

entering a sleep mode in which no critical task operations or non-

critical task operations are executed, if the critical task operations and the non-critical

task operations begun in the time interval have been completed before a following

time interval begins.

131. The method of claim 130, wherein the non-critical task

operations are not begun in the time interval until the critical task operations have

been executed.

132. The method of claim 130, wherein at least one critical task

operation is executed within the time interval.

133. The method of claim 130, wherein a context is stored in

hardware registers.

134. The method of claim 130, wherein a number of sets of

hardware registers determines a maximum number of simultaneous contexts.



135. A system for switching between instruction contexts within a

time interval in a multi-mode wireless broadband processing system, the system

comprising:

a memory containing instructions, the instructions comprising critical

and non-critical task operations, a critical task comprising a plurality of critical task

operations and a non-critical task comprising a plurality of non-critical task operations

respectively; and

a controller that receives and executes the instruction, the critical task

operations being executed within a time interval, and execution of each non-critical

task operation being able to cross a time interval boundary,

wherein a multi-mode wireless broadband processing system

comprising the controller and the memory enters a sleep mode in which no critical

task operations or non-critical task operations are executed, if the critical task

operations and the non-critical task operations begun in the time interval have been

completed before a following time interval begins.

136. The system of claim 135, wherein the non-critical task

operations are not begun in the time interval until the critical task operations have

been executed.

137. The system of claim 135, wherein at least one critical task

operation is executed within the time interval.

138. The system of claim 135, wherein a context is stored in

memory elements.

139. The system of claim 138, wherein a number of sets of memory

elements determines a maximum number of simultaneous contexts.

140. A method for performing a convolution operation in a multi-

mode wireless processing system, the method comprising:

loading an initial value and a stride value into an address generator;

generating an address based on the initial value and the stride value;

supplying the generated address to a series of memories;



loading input data into a series of registers, the series of registers being

equal in number to the series of memories, each register being associated with one

memory;

multiplying contents of each register with a value stored at the

generated address in the memory associated with each register and generating a series

of products;

adding the series of products and producing a product sum; and

generating an output stream from the product sum.

141. The method of claim 140, wherein the generated address is

initially set to the initial value.

142. The method of claim 140, wherein the registers are flip-flop

structures.

143. The method of claim 140, wherein the memories are ROMs.

144. The method of claim 140, wherein the multiplications of

register contents with memory contents are performed in parallel.

145. The method of claim 140, wherein the addition of products is

performed by a complex adder tree.

146. The method of claim 140, wherein input from a combine shifter

is included in the product sum.

147. The method of claim 140, wherein a value R stored at an

address A of the memory n is determined as follows:

R
A n

=round(—x5l2 \

π xA . .x= h(n - 4) x π
256

and A is defined for values 0 through 255.



148. The method of claim 140, wherein there are eight memories

and eight registers.

149. The method of claim 140, further comprising:

performing subsequent multiplications between contents of each

register and the value stored at the generated address in the memory associated with

each register, the generated address being increased by the stride value in the

subsequent multiplications;

adding the products of the subsequent multiplications and producing

subsequent product sums; and

generating subsequent output streams based on the subsequent

product sums.

150. The method of claim 149, wherein the address generator

increments the generated address by the stride value automatically.

151. A system for performing a convolution operation in a multi-

mode wireless processing system, the system comprising:

an address generator for generating an address given an initial value

and a stride value;

a series of memories;

a series of registers for storing an input value;

a series of complex multipliers, the series of multipliers, registers, and

memories being equal in number, each multiplier being associated with one register

and one memory, each multiplier generating a product of contents of the associated

register and a value stored at the generated address in the associated memory; and

a complex adder tree for adding the series of products and producing a

product sum.
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